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Headmaster's Message
SPCS Families,

Happy Thanksgiving! It’s hard to believe that Thanksgiving Break is here. As we make our way
through the second quarter of the school year, our students continue to excel in all areas. You
should be proud of their growth and efforts as they give their best in everything they do.
While this year has brought many unforeseen challenges, we still have so much to be thankful for.
I hope and pray that your Thanksgiving is filled with joy and happiness as you spend time with those
you love.
“Enter his gates with thanksgiving and his courts with praise; give thanks to him and praise his
name. For the Lord is good and his love endures forever; his faithfulness continues through all
generations” (Ps. 100:4-5).
God bless,
Bobby Hunter

thanks

In all things,
give

1 thessalonians 5:18

SPCS Supports Kind Mouse

NJHS is grateful to the SPCS family for supporting their Kind Mouse food
drive. This past weekend, our NJHS members sorted the food donations and
assembled 50 large Nibbles boxes that go directly to students in need in our
area. SPCS students brought in 700 pounds of food donations! Thank you for
helping SPCS make a difference in our community!

8th Grade Physics Lesson

Our eighth graders are working on the concepts of potential and kinetic energy in Physics. As part
of the unit, students created roller coasters to demonstrate gravitational potential energy. Each
coaster had to sustain two loops and two high points without dropping the marble racing around
the track. Super work by our budding scientists!

2nd Grade Animal Habitats
The second grade student's animal dioramas were creative and
informative. They brought the habitats to life and provided
interesting facts for each animal!

1st and 2nd Grade Mayflower Challenge
First and Second grade students completed the Mayflower STEM Challenge this week.
Using imagination, teamwork, and problem solving skills, they built and sailed their
own Mayflower, just in time for Thanksgiving!

Kindergarten Career Day
Kindergarten students have been learning all about community helpers. Today, they got to come to
school dressed for what they want to be when they grow up! Our future looks bright!

When
I
grow up
1st Grade Turkey Characters

Following directions is sometimes hard, but 1st graders made it easy with their step by
step instructions to disguise a turkey. Here are some of the very creative examples!

from all of us at SPCS

Thanksgiving Break

November 23-27

